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Abstract 
Rule interpreters usually start with an initial database and perform the inference pro-
cedure in cycles, ending with a final datahase. In a real time enVlrOnl1lent it is possible 
to receive IIpdates to the initial database after the inference procedure has started or even 
after it has ended. \Ve present an algorithm for ll1cremental mallltenance of the deductive 
database in the presence of such updates. Interestingly, the sallle algorithm is llseful for 
parallel and distributed rule processlllg in the following sense. \\'hen the processors evaluat-
ing a program operate asynchronously. then they may have different t'letL'S of the database. 
The incremental maintenance procedure we pre~ent can be used to synchronize these views. 
1 Introduction 
Traditional rule based systems are compo,;C'd of a knowledge base which consists of a set of 
facts. the database, and a set of rules that opC'rate on them. Ordinarily. the database changes 
only as a result of inference activity being carril'd Ollt by a nde interpreter. that evaluates 
rilles. Such systems assume a static cll\'irOllllH'nt, in the sense that changes to the database 
take place only as a result of the rule-program e\·aluation. These systems are not capable of 
efficiently incorporating modifications to the databasC' of facts re~ulting from sources other than 
the actions of the rules themselves. 
In real time applications. slIch as COIl1Illllnication network management. the database mil\' 
change independently of the infercncc process. since lIsllally one cannot afford the luxur.v 1)1 
collecting all the relevant facts before qilrtin~ th" infprence procl~'dllI'e. ]1('II'\'al1t informatioll 
may arrive after inferencing has already begull. Consider. for example. all expert analyzer to 
automatically detect a fault in a COllllllllllication lletwork that is in operatiol\, and is COll tin~ 
uously producing information relevant to the detpction process (the fault ma\" he \'ery sllbtle, 
such as the software bug that recently disabled the long distance telephone network for se\'eral 
hours), In this environment, messages may' arrive from time to time that nullify previous as~ 
sumptions. In our example, suppose the expert analy'zer has assumecl that some link LISh' :·LB 
is up \\'hen the diagnosis of some problem was started, and at some later point. say at iteration 
n of the standard match-selECt-act cycle, a message arrives indicating that Ll.YI\· .~LB is clown. 
The naive approach for incorporating this late arriving information would be to restart the 
expert analysis from t he beginning. HO\\·ever. consideri ng that net wor k lllall agemen t d il t a is 
being produced continuously, this strateg:>' ma:>' result in an infinite regression and the inference 
process may never terminate. It is esselltiill in these situations to have an inference mechanism 
that performs only the actions that are necessary to incremEntolly bring the database to a 
consistent state. 
Our approach for incrementally updating a database can be summarized as follows. In the 
context of the previous example, we would lindo anI:; the consequences of tIle initial asulllption 
that Ll.Y!\· .·LB was up. and f'f(io the consequences of the newl:>' received fact that LISI": .·LIJ 
is down. In other \vords, we revise only the consequences associated with the newly arri\'ed 
informatioll. 
Closely tied to the question of incremental updates to a database is the semantics of the 
underlying rule language. For Datalog [1] pro~rams. where negation is not allowed in either the 
heild or body of a rule. incremental proces.~ing is~imple. Consider for example the semi~n(li\'e 
e\'aluation [2] of the linear Datalog program that computes the transitive closure of a graph. 
Incorporation of a newly arrived arc of the graph is easy. The arc is simply added to the 
diffprentiaL and the evaluation proceeds as lhual. until a fixpoint is reached. This can be done 
regardless of whether the new arc arri\"E>d bdore or after the transitive closure evaluation has 
completed. Since Datalog is strictly monotonic. incremental update involves only redoing, or 
recomputing the consequences of the newly arrived arc. 
On the other hand, retraction of an arc from the graph. even in the simple transitive closllr!' 
example. is a more subtle non~monotonic process. Consider languages that allow negation in 
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the body and head of rules (Iwgation in the head means deletion). SlIPPOSf! tllat the fZJ(,t f 
is retracted from a database after SOllle ill fp J"pllces t ha t depend on f h<1 VP OCC1] ned. T he It i gh 
level view of subsequent processing tllat lllll~t take place is the following: t he facts that \"('1" 
derived from f (and recursi\·ely. their deri\'atives) must be backed Ollt or undone. and then 
the facts that can be derived from -,j (and their derivatives) must be ncr/one, For Datalog 
programs (that do not have negative atom~ in the rules). no actions are derived from negati\'e 
facts. Therefore. for a retracted fact we onl.'; need an undo phase. and for an asserted fact \\'(' 
only need a redo phase. However. for more powerflll rule langllages. we need both an lIndo eWe! 
a redo phase to incrementally update the database. 
These two phases are not alwa:-'s straightforward. Rule languages such as OPS.') and 
Datalog~· [:3] usually operate in mntch-sdfCt-act cycles. and at each c:-'cle (or ituation). SOlllP 
conflict resolution strategy is applied. Consider for example redoing the consequences of f. 
This involves matching all the rules (or ,'iome subset of them in a language s11ch as stratified 
datalog) and considering the instantiatiolls that have f in the body. Suppose that the head of 
such an instantiation is add...t. Can we simply add f to the database during the redo phase'; The 
allS\Ver is no for the follo\":ing reason. The inuetllPntal algorithm lllust produce the same result 
as if f were in the initial database. Suppose that f were in the initial database, It is pos:"ihle 
that the adrL£ operation would have been eliminated b:-' the conflict resolution strategy. In the 
language Datalog~-. ([drLf would ha\'e hcpn cancelled out b:-' a rldr:tfJ operation in the ~allle 
cycle: moreover. the de/dce operation ma\' not lw a consequence of f. ::lilllilarly. ill ors.') 
nrlrLr would not have heen executed. had thpre bepn a more recent instantiation in thc cyclc'. 
Therefore. the incremental algorithm must 11<1\'p Pllough information to determinp for each redo 
instantiation whether or not it would ha\'e bcen pliminatcd by the conflict resolution strategy. 
Furthermore, this information obviously depends on the conflict resolution strategy. \,'hich in 
turn depends on t he rule language. 
In this paper we devise the incrl'mental update algorithm for the language Datalog~-. The 
reason for choosing this language is that it ha'i ~e\"eral attractive characteristics. First, it 
is set-oriented. a typical feature of database ]"Illp languages. Spcond. it is sufficienth' rich, 
allowing negation in the bod:-' and in thl' head of rules, Thire!. it is abstract enollg,h to enable 
identifying principal concepts that rl'late to incrpmental evaluation of rules. independently of 
the idiosy'ncrasies of cornmerciallanguages. \\'e will.show that the incrementalupclate algorithlll 
:~ 
can also be applied to stratified datalog [11]. 
:;Cow consider the data reduction paradigm for distributed and parallell'\rle processing >1. 6. 
1.5.1.3]. It stipulates that each processor e\aluates the original rule program. but \\ith less data, 
The operations of each processor that result from the evaluation (e.g. adeLa_foct or dtlete_(f_focI) 
are transmitted to other processors that ma.v use these to derive other operations. :-Jow. if the 
processors are synchronized at each cycle. meaning that they all complete their cvaluation and 
transmission in a certain cycle before any processor proceeds to the next one. then incremental 
evaluation is not necessary. However. this implies that the evaluation proceeds at the speed of 
the slowest processor at each iteration. which is not acceptable in a distributed setting. Suppose 
therefore that the evaluation proceeds asynchronously. Then it is possible that a processor P 1 
that is evaluating at cycle.) receives an (frieLe from a processor P2 that is evaluating at cycle :3. 
This means that PI has to incorporate t into the database of cy'cle 3. Then the problem it faces 
is exactly the problem of incremental rule processing: it has to undo the consequences of ~e at 
cycle 3. and redo the consequences of e at cycle :l. but without backing its whole mle evaluation 
to cy'cle :3. In other words. indi\'idual processors need to have thl' ability' to incorporate changes 
in arbitrary previous iterations. In contrast. for r(';d time rule processing t hc update is always 
to the input database. namely to c,';cle O. HO\\'eH'r. our algorithm for incremental upd;l1e is 
recursive and works for an arbitrary cycle update. and therefore. as presented. it can he applied 
to aS~'nchronous parallel-and-distrihuted r111e processing h~' data reduction. 
Our work is related to previous \\'ork in t!'llth maintenance systems [,. ,,\. 9] in the AI 
literature. These systems are also designed for illC!'elllental evaluation; however truth main-
tenance s~'stems build a dependency graph with nodes that correspond to base and ueriveu 
facts. and also to instantiations of inference rules. In data intensive applications. maintainillg 
such a graph can become prohibitively expensivE'. Arcs join antecedents and consequents to 
nodes representing inference rules. In our algorithm for incremental update. rule instantiations 
do not appear in the maintenance data st rllct \J['('S, \\'e explicitl~' recompute. via lightweight 
computations, only those instances needed to redo or undo a prior inference chain. rather than 
storing all prior instances ever computed. \\'e pnahle the incremental processing by attaching 
to each database fact a chain that represents tlte' qatlls (lI! or out) of the fact at each iteration, 
On the other hand, truth maintenance S.vstCllls arf' more flexihle. enabling increlllental chang,('~ 
to the rules as well as the facts. 
Our work is also related to the materialized-view-maintenance research and snapshot j'(·fr,·o;h 
algorithms in databases [11, 12. 16]. Howc\·er. those works are concerned with increrrlf'lItal 
processing of relational expressions. The~' do not address the problem of inferencing in cyril's. 
with a conflict resolution step at each c~Tle. In contrast, these are the issues on v:hich \\'P 
concentrate in this paper. In fact, the aforementioned research can be incorporated in the 
incremental update algorithm. as we shall point out in Section 4. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the language Datalog~' 
and in Section 3 we present the INCR_CPDA.TE algorithm. In Section 4. we discuss the data 
structures that enable INC R_U P DAT E to reconstruct the inference database at each CHIc. III 
Section 5, \ve point out how IS C R_F P D AT E can be applied to stratified Datalog. In Section 
6. we discuss the synchronized data reduction paradigm for Datalog~·. and ill Section -: \\1' 
show how the LYCR_[' PDAT E procedure can be llsed to remove the need for sVllchronizatioll 
among the processors. In Section S. we conclude. 
2 The language Datalog-'* 
In this section \ve introduce our basic terl1lillolog~·. Intuitivel~·. rules 1Il Datalog~' have the 
general form: 
±h( ... ): - ± bd ... ) .... ±bd ... ) ....... ± b,,( ... ) 
.-\ positive head implies the corresponding fact slwuld be added to the database on rule firing. 
whereas a negative head implies the corresponding fact should be removed frolll the database. 
if it exists. 
Formally. Datalog~' programs are built from ntoms. which are predicate s~'lllbois followed 
by a list of arguments. The arguments may be either variables or constants. For simplicity. 
constants are natural numbers. A litU'u/ i.~ either an atom. also called a positin: liternl. or d 
negated atom, also called a negatit'f litfl'nl. If all arguments are constants. we call the literal 
a fncl. A rule consists of a literal. the hf(u/ of the rule. and possibl.v a conjunction of positin' 
and negatiw literals \vhich form the body of the !'lIle. \\'e use the uSllal notation for writing 
programs. \'ariables are denoted by capital l('tt('r~. and predicate names <He strings built from 
lower case letters .. \n example of a rule is 
:) 
where the head of the rule is always to the left of ;-, and the bod~' to the right. IrQ is a ,pt ,,j 
facts, then --,Q denotes the set having the-;allle literals as Q, but \\'ith their sign reverse(l. 
A program is a set of rules. A program is called safe if each rule fulfills the following 
conditions: (1) Each variable in the head of the rule also occurs ill the boch' of the rule. and 
(2) Each variable in a negative literal in the body also occurs in a positive literal of the body. 
\Ye require that programs be safe. 
The instantiation of a rule r is defined with respect to a database, i.e. a finite set of positi\'(: 
facts: it is an assignment of constants to the variables in r such that all the positive fach in 
the body are in the database, and the negative ones are not. 
The operational semantics of the evaluation are as follows. The input to a program is ,l 
database. The output of a program P for an input I. denoted O( P. I). is the clataba.se obtained 
at the end of the following iterative procedure. 
procedure D.-1T.·UOG~* _S EJ! .-tST ICS 
1. Start with the database consisting of the input. Initialize the evaluation iteration cOllnt 
IC - O. 
2. (Match) Determine S. the set of operations each of which is the head of an instantiation 
with respect to the current database. If this spt is empty, stop. 
:3. (Select) Let S' be the subset of S c()l\~isting of ,til the operations whose negation 
is not in 5 (i.e. if f and --,f are both in 5 then neither operation is in S'lo 
L (Act) Execute the operations in S'. Increment IC bv 1. Retul'll to 2. 
end {procedure DATALOG"* ~5E.\fA.\'TICS } 
\otice that the Select step indicates that if a fact f is added and deleted at the saIlle it-
eration, regardless of the number of occurrcnces of these operations, the status of J (In or Out 
of the database) remains as it \vas in the prp\'ious itcration. 
3 Outline of the I.VCR_[" P DAT E Algorithm 
Basically', the inference consists of two phases: DO and ISC1LCPD.4TE. The DO pha . ;p 
consists of the procedure DATALOG~'_SEJ! .tST ICS of the IHC\'io\ls section. After the Act 
step. there is a check to determine whether an interrupt message has been received. If sn. tIl!' 
I.YCR_UPDATE procedure is invoked. The incremental update stage consists of an CSDO 
phase and a REDO phase. The interrupt IJ)r88ogr consists of a set Q of positi\'e and negati\'f' 
literals. denoting additions and deletions respectively. to be applied to the input database. 
Consider the DO phase. \Vith each fact f that was in the databa.se at ~ollle iteration. we 
associate a fact chain that enables us to determine the status (in or out of the database) of f 
at each iteration. The structure of fact chains will be discussed in Section 4. 
Suppose that the positive fact f is in Q. and f was not in the input database. Then we first 
execute the match step of the inference procedure. considering only instantiations with respect 
to the input database in which ....,f appears in the body of the instantiated rule. This is the 
CSDO phase. Let C he the set of operations in the heads of these instantiations. Each operation 
in C will have to be undone. Second. we execute the nwtch step of the inferellce procedure. 
considering only instantiations with respect to the inpnt datahase. in which f appears in the 
body of the instantiated rule. This is the REDO phase. Let R he the set of operations in the 
heads of these instantiations. Each operittion in R will have to be redone . 
.\"ow suppose that +e (or simply. e) is in R. indicating that the fact e would have lwen 
added to the database in the first cycle. had f been in the input database. Does it necessarily 
meitn that the incremental procedllre should repeitt the redo phase with ('; The answer is no. 
It is possible that in the first cycle f; \\·itS itddC'd to the database not only as a reslt!t of the 
inqalltiation that has f in the body. hut it 1,,0 itS a result of another institntiation. Then t is lIot 
Ilflr in the second iteration. and it should be eliminated from the incremental evaluation of the 
. ;uhsequent cycles. In other words. bitsed on the l' and R sets \ve should determine which facts 
are /l((C. Only' they should be carried forward. to the next cY'cle in the incremental evaillation. 
Generally speaking, given CSDO and REDO sets. the incremental procedure. called 
IS C R_U P DATE, determines which facts lllust be viewed as having changed their btatus as a 
result of the incremental procedure at the :;pecifil'd iteration. The set of facts that are deter-
mined to have changed their status is called the .YEll" set. This set is the focus of interest of 
procedure ISCR_CPD.-tTE. The procedure recursively redoes all the inferences that descend 
from the SEll" set. and it also recursively undoes the inferences that stem from ....,N Ell-. In 
other words. CSDO and REDO sets are generated for successive iterations. given the initial 
ones. Formally. procedure ISCR_CPD.-1TE is itS follow.s. 
-
I 
rEcursive procedurE IXC R_C P DAT E( ['. R.,) 
Comment: This procedure is inmkecl iJ.\' the inference system. as Cln exception handler 011 
receiving incremental modificatioils to past assumptions made on the datalJase, The procedure 
modifies the database, gi\'en two sets of operations, [' alld R. that have to he incorporated 
at some past e\'aluation iteration i. Each set contains positi\'e and negi1.ti\'e facts. The set C 
represents a collection of facts r,.".hose addition or deletion (depending on the sign) has to he' 
unclone at iteration i. It is called the undo set. The set R represents a collection Off~lcts who-;t' 
addition or deletion has to be incorporated at iteration i. It is calleel the redo set. 
1. I) - Current Evaluation Iteration :"umber in the DO Phase. 
2. If (i = I)) RErrRS to the DO Phase. 
CommEnt: undoilll] all operation ([mounts to the 
IIln n if! II lation of th e rorr'f sjJondi nl] fact eh n III 
4. For each fr E R call REDO_HAI.YLlISI'J[.-lIS(Jr' i) 
Commfnt: rrdoing nil lijJrrotioll (JI/lount" to the 
manipulation of the rO'TrSjiOllriinl] fnct ('/lOin 
5 .. Y ElV - CO.\I PUTE _S EW( i) 
Comment: tht SEll' ."f t is cUII/jJuted ill) fl'umilling 
the fact chains 
6. If (.v ElF = 0) RETUR~ to the DO Phase. 
7. Find all rule instantiations with respect to the database at iteration i. such that a fact 
fr E .\' ElF is in the body. Denote h.\' Fr the set of facts in tIl(' heads of these instantiations, 
This will serve as the redo set for the [('cursive call. 
8. Find all rule instantiations with respect to the datahase at iteration i. such that a filct 
fu E -.N EH/ is in the body. Denote hy Fa the set of facts in the heads of these instantiations. 
This will serve as the undo set for the rec 11 rsi ve call. 
end {procedure l:YCR_UPDATE} 
The initial invocation is ISCR_UPDATF(0.Q,O). where Q is the set of facts in the inter-
rupt message. \Ve point out that the work on incremental evaluation [11] can he useful for 
speeding up the execution of steps (I) and (:3) of procedure IS C RIP D AT E. 
The computations in steps (I) and un of the ahO\'e recursi\'e procedure IS clearly less 
expensive, in generaL than computing all instantiations of rules at iteration i. 
4 Fact Chains 
As mentioned earlier. for each fact f there is a chain C(n that enahles the system to determine 
the status of f at each iteration. For each iteration in which f \vas added or deleted (either in 
the DO or the REDO phases) we keep a count of the number of times it was added. and the 
11u111t)pr of times it was deleted. In other words. for each iteration we keep a state record in 







The Iter field indicates which iteration a particular state record corresponds to, and the 
Status field holds the status of the fact (In or Out of the database) at that iteration. The .-trlded 
and Deleted fields are necessary to count the 1111111/)0r of occurreIlces of additions and deletio11s 
(e\'en though the operational semantics do not reqllire so), since one docs not know how Ill;!]l\' 
of these operations will be undone in the future. 
4.1 Initialization and Maintenance 
Each fact present in the input database is called an initial fact. We set up fact chains for the 
initial facts at startup time. All such facts have fact chains initialized with a single state record 
05, with s.Iter set to 0, and s.Status set to In. Additional chains are established for those facts 
which are added or deleted during inference. and for which no chain was established initially. 
Chains established during inference consist of a state record at iteration 0 with a status of Out. 
and a state record for iteration t, where t is the iteration when f was added or deleted durine; 
the inference. 
:-Iaintenance operations on chains occur in all three phases of incremental evaluation. DO 
and REDO phases increment the count in the Ar/rlEd or Deleted fields of the state record, de-
pending on whether the fact in question is added or deleted as a result of rule firing. III contra:;t. 
CSDO decrements the appropriate field. The procedure that manipulates the chains during 
DO and REDO phases is REDO_'\IA I.\T-lI.Y_CH.HY Procedure C'yDO_.l/.-l I.YT.-l I.Y_ClI.H.Y 
manipulates chains during the CSDO phase. REDO_.HA I.YTA IS_CHA IS recei\'es a set of facts 
and an iteration !lumber. and increments the coIlnts of the appropriate fields of the state record 
inclic;1ted by tlte iteration number. \vhereas C.VDO_.HAI.VT1I.Y_CHAlSdecrel1lents the cOllllh. 
As ;111 example. consider the effect of the procedure c;111 
Suppose CUI) has a state recordu with 1I.!tFr=i, II.AIi(lfd = 1 ;11)(1 II. De/flul = I. <1!ld C(2) hd' 
a state record v with v.lter=i, v.Added = D <111fl (·.Ddeted = 1. After the procedure executes, 
\\'e will have u.Added = D.ll.Deleted = 1. 1· .. lr1r/fd = D,I'.Deleted = O. Subsequent to this. if we 
rna ke t he call 
we will eud up with II.A.dded = D,Il.De/flu/ = .:. 1' . ..1dded = l.t'.Drlfied = D. 
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4.2 Computing the X ETr Set 
The status of a fact f for any iteration is determined by examining the Added and Deleted fldds 
in the state record for that iteration. This applies to the DO phase and to the incremental 
update phase as well. In procedure ISC R_C P DAT E. the final value of the status of a fact f 
and the set of new facts at an i tera tion is com pu ted wi t h the CO JI P UT E _S E IF funct ion. 
COAJPUTE~VElV takes an evaluation iteration number i as argument. and scans the 
chains for the facts that \vere changed during the F.VDO or REDO phases. If both the 
Added and Deleted fields are zero in the state record for i, or if both are non·zero, then we 
revert to the status at iteration i - 1. Otherwise, if the Deleted field is O. we interpret that 
as indicating that the fact was only added. and the status is set to In, whereas if the Added 
fleld is 0, the status is set to Out. A fact is flagged /lEU' if its newly computed status is the 
in verse of its former stat us. We presen t t IH' out line of proced nres I.Y ITJ..'tL I Z E _C HAl S S. 
CSDO~\JAISTAIS_CHAIS. REDO_\I.-lISTAIS_CHAI'y. and COJIP['YE_.YElr r in 
appendix A. 
4.3 Correctness 
In order to demonstrate that procedure ISCR_CPD.-1TE works correctly. we need to show 
that if an incremental update message to incorporate a positive or negative fact f in the input 
database is received v,:hile the processor is at iteration t > O. then the tinal database prod\lced 
wOllld be the same as in the case where f is in the input database. The proof is b:' induction 
on t: we omit the details from this preliminar:' version, 
5 Applicability of I_YCR_[- P DAT E to Stratified Datalog 
For stratified Datalog [2], the rule program interpreter e\'aluates the rules one ~traturn at a timC'. 
Iteration numbers are then replaced b:-., the pajr (Strut Unl_X 11mbu, Iter _S umber). which ma\' 
be regarded as our new iteration counter. Thf' implication of this adaptation is the following. 
\Ve have to adopt a modified numbering scheme for chain maintenance operations, and for 
matching rules in steps (j) and (8) of procedure ISCR_CPDATE. First, instead oforderillg 
the fact chains by iteration numbf'r. we now use the order imposed by lexicographic ordering 
of the (Stratum_Yllmber, Itu_Ylll7lber) pairs. Therefore. in the incremental llpdate phas", 
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instead of referring to iteration i -1. we refer to the previolls iteration in the lexicographic order. 
Second, in steps (I) and (8) of proced urI' [S C R _C P DATE, we restrict the matches to l'llics in 
the particular stratum being considered. \\'ith these ~imple modifications, ISCR_['PDATE 
is applicable to stratified Datalog. 
6 Distributed Synchronous Evaluation of Datalog-'* Programs 
The data reduction paradigm has been introduced in [6] for Datalog (without negation). Intu, 
itively, instantiations of the rules in a given program are partitioned among a set of processors. 
The original program is evaluated on each processor. but with less data. The partition of 
the instantiations is achieved by restricted versions of the original program, such that each 
restricted version is evaluated at one processor. In generaL it is necessary for the processors to 
communicate intermediate results to each other by message passing. In this section, we extend 
the paradigm to Datalog~·. In particular. we discuss a synchronous variation of this extension, 
whereas in the next section. we discuss an asynchronous one. 
Formally, let P = {rl' "', I'm} be a program with m rules and {Po, .... Pk-d be a set of 
k> 1 processors. For each rule ri, we designate k restricting predicates, h,)(,\I''''''\'I,)' for 
0::; j ::; k-1. The arguments '\1, .... ,\'/, are the same for all the k predicates. and by definition. 
all the arguments are variables of r,. \\'ereCjuire that for each instantiation of the variables 
.\'1 ..... .\7,' the predicate hl] is trlle for exactly one j. Denote by ri) the restricted version of 
t he rille 1', having the restricting predicate h 'J( Xl ..... X 7,) appended to its body. Denote by Pj 
the restricted version of P consisting of the set of rules {r,]ll ::; i::; m}. The set {Po, ... , Pk-d 
is called a d(Jta-rull/etian paralleli::atian stmtfgy for P. 
The sd of processors {po, ... ,Jh-d cooperate in e\'aluating P In parallel as follows. The 
database is partitioned among the processors SIICIt that pach tuple has it unique Data Hunr!!tr 
processor (DR) at which it resides. The DII processor for each tuple is computed by a hash 
function associated with the relation. For example. the tuple a(,Y.l') snch that h(X) = i 
resides at processor l. 
In the course of the evaluation. a tuple may be added and deleted by multiple processors. In 
databases, concurrency control is concerned with guaranteeing that the result of all transactions 
is eCjuivalent to some serial execution of those transactions. In our case. we can \'iew the jJ,', a.~ 
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executing separate transactions. where a trilllsaction c()n~iqs of the actio!h f:'X('Clltrd b.\" IJ, ~,t i\ 
gi\"en iteration. However. it is not enough to provide 5tandard concurrency control on a(('(''i,(', 
to the distributed database, as some serial rxecutions lIlay not be accept;lhle according to The 
semantics. It becomes necessary to pro\"ide some means to act as an arbiter over database adds 
and deletes. This is realized by the Data Handler for each tuple. One can think of a data 
handler as a monitor program that rUIlS OJl each processor that stores tuples and sequentially 
services requests for tuples by other processors. The data handlers are reponsible for realizing 
the correct semantics with respect to datahase updates. as will be demonstrated below. For 
this variation, fact chains are not necessary. 
Restricted versions of the rules are distributed to the processors. as described earlier. These 
are called the Rule Handlers (RH) for program P. \\'hen a rule handler requires a fact for 
matching. it requests it from the appropriate data handler. Determining the appropriate data 
handler invoh'es a trivial e\'aluation of the a~sociated hash function. 
Each processor Pi performs the instantiations of P, as in the normal evaluation pron~dure. 
An:; newl .... " iJlferred facts are transmitted to the appropriate data halldlers for 5torage. :\11 
processors execute in step with respect to the evaluation iteration number. i.e. all processors 
ha\'e the same iteration number. which is used for synchronization. The following procedure is 
execllted b:: Rule Handler i at iteration). ill the sYllchronous variation of the data reduction 
paradigm. 
prour!ure SLYC'J)AT:"LRE Deer/OS 
At itpration j do: 
1. Request facts from appropriate Data Handlers for the rule instantiations of Pi with 
respect to the database at iteration j. 
2. Add or delete tuples, as indicated !J\' t he,;e instantiations. This is clone by 
transmitting the operations (i.e additions or dpletions of facts) to the appropriate 
Data Handlers. 
3. \Vhen all the rule and data handlers have completed iteration j (as determined by some 
distributed termination algorithm. e.g. as in [II. 18]). Pi 1l10\'es to the next iteration. 
Data Handlers do the following sequence of ~teps: 
1. Recei\'e all the messages from the r1l1e handlers. indicating the operations at 
iteration j. 
2. V pdate local database as follows: 
• If for a fact, j, an add and a delete operation IS received (possibl,\' from different r\lle 
handlers) the status of j at iteration j + 1 remains the same as the status of j at iteriltion 
j. This is obviously also the case if no opera tion on j is received . 
• Otherwise, if only adds (deletes) are received. f is added to (deleted from) the database. 
end pmceduT'e {S}' .YCJJ.'iLLRE DCCT [O.Y} 
Increased efficiency is implied by the fact thilt P. evaluates a restricted \'ersion. meaning it 
does fewer instantiations compared to the c(l.~e where the original program P is e\'aluated, 
7 Distributed Asynchronous Evaluation of Datalog'* Pro-
grams 
A major problem wi t h the p roced ure desrri lwei il bo\'e is t hat no processor c il n proceed fast er 
than the slowest one at each iteration. Ob\'ioll~l\'. \\'e desire a~\'nchronous operation of each P" 
b11 t this gi ves rise to other problems which mot ivatp the use of the [.Y C ILL' P D ,'iT E proced 11 re, 
Suppose some processor PI deletes a fact j at iteration tl. which was used earlier by processor 
p)' Suppose also that p) is now at iteration f 2 • and 12> tl. rnless hilndled properly. this 
situation may cause the operational semantics of Datalog~· to be violated, 
Recall that INC R_U P D AT E allows the i ncremen tal incorporation at iteration t 2, database 
changes occurring at iteration t1 < f2' Tht' llIl's,;age indicating deletion of f by fl, in the example 
above can be viewed as an interrupt mes,;ag(', Thll~. h,\' using the procedure [SC R_U P DAT E. 
fJj can update its database to a consistent state, 
\\'e outline below the asynchronous variation of the data reduction paradigm (henceforth 
called ASLYC_DAT.-LREDCCTIOS) for parallel and distributed evaluation of Datalo?;~' 
11 
programs. As hefore. we ltal'e rule It<llldler~ that o\vn restricted VPJ'~IOlb oj' tltC' rlll(,s oj' 11,1' 
original program. Furthermore. when the database is partitioned among the processors. eMil 
data handler maintains a chain for each fact. The processors operate asynchronously and l'ach 
rule handler keeps its own iteration count. 
),fore precisely, in ASy.vCJJATA_REDUCTJO.v each rule handler. lUI,. executes steps 
(1) and (2) as in S}'NCJJALLREDFCTJO~V. at each iteration j. At step (:3), instead of 
s~'nchronizing, RHi checks whether or not it receil'ed an interrupt message from a data handler: 
such a message contains a set of.Y En- (positive and negative) facts at an iteration number. If 
this is not the case, RHi simply proceeds to the next iteration. If the message pertains to an 
iteration number higher than j, it is ignored and RHi proceeds to the next iteration. 
Otherwise. RHi executes steps ('/) and (8) of I.YCR_CPDATE for each interrupt message. 
in increasing iteration number order (meaning that it will not process a .Y Elf' .~et for iteration 
,SOO if a .\' En- set for iteration -JOO is in the queue). RH i sends the resulting U X DO and 
REDO sets to the data handlers (note that each set will he partitioned. \\;ith each partition 
being sent to a different data handler) .. \fter processing all interrupt messages RlJ i proceeds 
to iteration j + l. 
Each DH, continuously receives REDO and [,.YDO sets. each associated with an iter-
ation Ilumber, DH, processes these in increasing iteration number order. For each unrio 
(redo) set a<;sociated with an iteration. say k. DIJ, performs CSDO_\L-tJ;YT.-tJNI'H.-tJ.Y 
(REDO_\I.-tISLU.Y_CHAI.Y). and CO.\lPCTE_.YEI!'. The resulting SElf' set and thp 
iteration number k are broadcast to the RH·s. If hoth an undo and a redo set exist for k. then 
CSDO_'\I.-tIST.-tI.V_CHAIS and REDO_\L\JST.U,VI'AHJ.Y will both be performed 
before COJ! peT E_,V ElF. 
It should be clear that many optimizations of the transmission sets are po.s~ible. as discussed 
In [GJ. However, we omit these discussions here. 
8 Conclusion 
The main contribution of this paper is the I SC R _C P DAT E algorithm and the data strllctnres 
to support it. \Ve have shown that the algorithI1l can be used for two seemingly unrelated 
purposes: first. to maintain the inference dataha~e in an incremental fashion in a dynamic 
ell\"ironment \Vhere the inplIt may be Ilpdatl'd ;)fll']' illfe]'cnrill!2; is IIl1der W;1\". and second. f'Ji" 
the asynchronous version of the data redllrtion paradigm. 
\Ve plan to implement the ISCR_CPlJ,J..TE algorithm in ~[T:-L-\TE. a COlllllllll1ication 
network management system under de\"elopment at Columbia ('ni\"ersity [LOj" ..-\S explained ill 
the introduction. incremental update capabilities are necessary in this real time environmellt. 
This work is also part of a research effort seeking to develop a new environment for par-
allel and distributed rule e\"aluation. In a companion paper. we describe a new rule lallguage 
(PARVLEL = PArallel Rl'LE Language) \\"ith ~emantics similar to Datalog~·. cxcept that at 
each iteration additional control is provided by what we call .\leta Redaction Ruies. :-1eta 
redaction rules regard the set of instantiations at each cycle as working memory. and remu\(' 
from the set of instantiations those members that are considered to be conflicting instantiatiol1'i 
according to these rules. After redaction. all remaining instantiations in the conflict set can be 
fired in parallel. 
It is expected that incremental rule IJl'ocesslng. combined \vith parallel and distributed 
processing capabilities will realize real-time expert systems with large databases. 
Hi 
A Pseudocode for Maintenance of Fact Chains 
procedure IS IT IALIZE_C H AIS 5 
DB - Global Database 
For pach F E DB do 
Create a new chain C(F) indexed by F. 
Link a state record s to C(F). Set the fields of s as follows: 
s.Added - 1 
s.Deleted - 0 
s.Itu - 0 
s.Stat /lS - In 
end {procedureI.VITIALIZE_CHAISS} 
procu/ure RE DO_\! AISTAI.YI' H AIS(j, i) 
F-I f I 
DB - G/o/)o/ DatabaSE 
If C(F) f'xists 
If (~s E C(F)) such that s.Jtu = I. then 
if f is positive. set 8 . ..lddu/ - s.Added + 1 
else if f is negative, set s.Deldul - -'.Ddded + 1 
F:lse 
Insert a new state record p at the correct position in the chain. 
p.Jter - i 
if f is positive, set p.Added - 1. p. Dddul - 0 
else p.Deleted - L p.Added - 0 
Else if there is no C(F) then 
('reate C(F) and link a state record, to it. 
Set s .. ldrluf. s.Ddtful. s.Jtu fields tu O. <lnci'.Stotu.' to Out. 
11" 
Add a state record ]J to the end of the chain. 
p.Iter - i 
If f is positive then p.Added - 1. p.Ddctul - O. DB - D 1J u {j} 
else if f is negative then p.Addfd - O. fJ.DdFful - 1 
end {procedure RE DO_IIAISTAJ.Yf' 1!tT.Y} 
.1'-1 f 1 
Finc! the state record s in e(F) with s.Itfl' = i 
CommEnt: cancd adds or rlr:lttes from .';0)))( pru'ious itEration. 
If f is positive then s.Addul - s .. lddul -
else s.Deleted - s.DelEtul - 1 
end {proculuuT S DO_\[ AI ST.ll S I' H .-U S} 
Junetlon CO.\[ PCT E_Y Elq I) 
Sf 11')(/ - v, 
for ('aeh fact ehilin that ha.'3 been updatecl 
Find the state record 5 at iteration i if it exists 
if ((s.Addu/ = 0) 1\ (s.Dtltfrd = 0)) then.,.Status - Logical Status at (i - 1) 
else if ((s.Added:f. 0) 1\ (s.Ddtful;!:' 0)) then ".Status - Logical Status at (i - 1) 
else if (s.Deleted = 0) then 8.StOtll.' - [" 
else if (s.Added = 0) then .s .. )·tntlls - Ollt 
If the new status represents an in\·ersion. then 
J - Fact under eonsidera t ion. wi t h sign. 
S e tL' 5 e t - S E tL' 5 e t u {j} 
RETl"R);();ewSet) 
end {functionCO j[ PUT E_.Y E1V} 
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